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Ambitious verb form

singularambitionsDEFINITIONS2 Pick Elegant Words Click on any word sentences to quickly get the definition of How to achieve your dearest ambitions. And if the Venetians and Florentines had previously stretched their domination with these weapons, and their captains did not become princes, but defended them, I
reply that the Florentines, in this case, for the sake of chance, for the able captains from whom they could have become feared, some did not conquer, some opposed them, and others turned their ambitions elsewhere. Since then, Russia has moved its Soviet democratic ambitions in favour of a centralized, semi-
authoritarian state whose legitimacy is partly underpinned by carefully managed national elections, the true popularity of former President Putin and careful management of Russia's unexpected energy wealth. The Hefty shares Alimentive's ambition to be in the world, and at the same time adds to the union of practicality
that counteracts the too-easy-going, lackadaisical tendencies of the alimentive. It will probably cause grief among those dear to him, as they are unable to satisfy his ambitions. The remarkable Fateline, which runs to the center of the hand and turns to the front finger, means ambition and domination over others (page
52). The desire to kill intensified in the sun, and he cherished hungry ambitions for the squirrel that chattered so volubly and always informed all the wild creatures that the wolf-cub was approaching. I will also be able to achieve a lifelong ambition – that meeting the edgik from whom I need to learn a lot. He was the
profession in an era when intellectual ability showed much more than in political life; that, leaving out a greater motive on the issue, he gave a strong enough incentive in the almost adored honor of the community to win the most ambitious ambition for his service. Ambition, love of approval, sympathy, and much more, I
think? He really liked that and encouraged his ambition to stand out from Percy. To dream of being in the company of a Jew, means uniting ambition and irrepressible desire after wealth and high position, which materializes to a very small extent. He set out two different ambitions that he had accomplished: to free the
Soudan of foreigners and rule himself. Thirty years later, this easy hero became a sanguinary tyrant who, after taking power and destroying freedom, caused the slaughter of three million people solely to satisfy his ambitions. This dream should then seek to live by honest work and withhold deceitful ambition by following
the fireside advice of mother and friends. and then and there Jo renounced her old ambition, committed herself to a new and better desire, acknowledging the poverty of other desires, and feeling the blessed comfort of faith in the immortality of love. Bank employees, those who work in dealing rooms, notorious for using
the most obvious passwords, are usually those that reflect their own ambitions: Porsche and sex perennial favorites. Thus, according to Lao Tz,u, who takes the existence of the monarchy for granted, the monarch must treat his subjects as follows: By emptying the heart of desire and the mind of envy, and filling their
stomachs with what they need; reducing their ambitions and strengthening their bones and siens; striving to keep them without knowing what is evil and cravings. Mrs. John Dashwood wished for the same; but in the meantime, until one of these excellent blessings could be achieved, he would have quieted his effort to
see him lead barouche. He was considered a doctor, but resigned early from the medical profession and lived at home while following literary ambitions; although his poems have never been a major success. His only obvious ambition, like Dave's, was to be left alone; though, as Buck later learned, each of them had a
different and even more vital ambition. A Widow from New York, whose husband left her a fortune entirely, had strong ambitions for her son and daughter. And who am I to nurture that ambition? Despite the great vizier's efforts to bind his son to the Sultan, the firm resolution he has taken to separation from the princess,
the firm determination to secede from the princess, the conviction that he does not think he should have patience for a few days to see if this disappointment will not end; but he let her report on what was going on with her, and without waiting until the Sultan, whom he had found about the marriage himself, spoke of
setting the marriage aside, begged him to sell his son to withdraw from the palace, claiming that the princess would have to put him a moment further into such terrible persecution on her son's account. I'm not going to cause any trouble, and people are going to get rich themselves; I will not declare ambition, and the
people themselves will achieve primitive simplicity. I liked her ambition and directness, but it was something that felt doubtful and it was that her hat looked too expensive for three dollars a week! Many who seem to lack ambition are slow minds. Among the best-organized and governed kingdoms of our time is France,
and it has many good institutions that lurk in the king's freedom and depend on their safety; the first of these was the parliament and its authority, for the person who founded the kingdom, knowing the ambition and boldness of the nobility, believed that it would take a little bit of their mouths to keep them in; and on the



other side, knowing that the hatred of the people established by fear against the nobles would protect them, but he did not want this to be the king's special concern; Therefore take away the reproach with which it would be responsible for the he favored the people, and the people, to like the nobles, set up an arbitrator
who could defeat the great, and the smaller ones without reproaching the king. And his son saw and knew all this- he is a ruined man, and his fear taught him to strike ambition and passion head first and foremost from the bosom; Humiliated by poverty takes your money and average and nagging savings and hard work
to get a fortune together. Nothing in these principles has a nation as a riot with a flare-up of ambition. Tall, round head, indicating ambition, love of adventure, and a degree of recklessness, carelessness, and irresponsibility. Marian (when I told her what happened) saw as soon as I saw that she longed to assume her own
little important position to lift herself up to her own estimate and ours – and from that day on, we gently helped with a new ambition that gave promise of a hopeful, happier future that perhaps now was not far away. If the dreams of famine must break the wild confusion naps, tore up every head of anguish, filling each soul
with caution, pulling off Hope banners, gloomy omens of misfortune and despair, the awakening of grief more poignant yet to grow ere then extinguish ambition and en {??? y{envy??} - I thought - anyone would have thought - that by giving up all desires to win a wife who has a social standing, a fortune, knowing the
world, I must ensure rustic innocence as surely as the pink face; But... but I am not a man who reproachs you, and I will not. The modern doorman's daughter, who fulfils her ambitions by playing Spanish queen Ruy Blas at the Francais theatre, is just one of thousands of men and women who have taken off their mother
tongue and acquired a new language. I promise to renounce my se worldly ambitions. If even for a short night you forget the ambition that nibbles on your soul incessantly; I say forget your greatness, be a woman and my wife. If His Majesty trusts my counsel, since genies and fairies can do things that are impractical to
humans, he will instead trust Prince Ahmed's honour and, with the help of the fairy, get him to gain certain benefits, with his flattering ambition, and at the same time watch him narrowly. All these things have opened fire on young people's ambitions, and engineering schools are full. The tired wayfarer may have dreamed
of this, the ambition mixes imagination nearly as much as the imagination excites ambition. Its significance is largely egypt's temporary enfeeblement, which has spurred the aspirations of the Phoenician and made it necessary to propitiate the owner of the key to an alternative trade route to the east. The heavy defeat of
Ahowa in 1896, the shame of Baratieri, the destruction of his army and the fall of the Crispi Cabinet, grossly dispeled Italy's ambitions in Africa. Here we discussed the power and courage of the Prince and need to curb curbs which may otherwise pose a risk to other destroyed elements. For the first time in his life, he
confessed his ambitions as to why he couldn't tell me. This decision seemed to tarnch all my ambitions. These various Caesars and their offspring and women were probably no worse than most weak and passionate human beings, but they had no real religion to be gods themselves; they did not have extensive
knowledge to build great ambitions, their women were fierce and often illiterate and under no legal or customary restrictions. Wear them, bring rank and satisfied ambitions. At the same time, when barriers to restriction are removed, new ambitions will be put in the way. History, fiction, recollection, my own knowledge,
perhaps my own experience, join pile mountain-high in the tale of wasted years, cursed ambitions, broken hopes and shattered ideals. What humiliation and anger: the pain of sickening anger, backing down ambition, and love; what wounds of indignant vanity, tenderness too, was this old world now suffer below! Under!
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